Trike tame

They are a large, evolved cerotopsid herbivore and one of the last of their kind, and when they
weren't peacefully browsing, used their deadly horns and shield frill against predators. This
section is intended to be an exact copy of what the survivor Helena Walker , the author of the
dossiers , has written. There may be some discrepancies between this text and the in-game
creature. Apparently a crossbreed of a Triceratops and Styracosaurus, Triceratops styrax has
both the characteristic three-horned face of Triceratops and the prominent horned-ridge of
Styracosaurus. Normally a very docile grazing animal, Triceratops becomes aggressive once
angered. Triceratops will chase down would-be predators and egg-stealers with incredible
prejudice. Running away from triceratops is harder than it seems due to its ability to charge and
ram its target. I've seen Triceratops have an especially hostile reaction to the Tyrannosaurus,
with herds attacking en masse. While not very fast, they are deadly in a group. A common
mount for those that ride dinosaurs, Triceratops doubles as pack animal and combat dinosaur.
Triceratops' bony ridge works excellently as cover from frontal attack, and the dinosaur's
charge is incredibly dangerous. It is largely protective of its kinds if its sense danger. In the
presence of larger carnivores that appears as a threat, Triceratops becomes stronger and rallies
the effort of its nearby species. It is also capable of harvesting a sizable amount of resources
with its horns by shredding fruit from the leaves, making it a very useful work companion for
smaller tribes. The Trike is not aggressive until attacked. When attacked, it charges at the
enemy and bucks it with its head. Their bucking attack knocks the enemy back, which can make
Trikes much more dangerous near cliffs or steep hills. The amount of knockback is significantly
influenced by the enemy's weight. However, This attack can be easily dodged, but if it decides
to ram and charge forwards, it is better to quickly dodge sideways as its speed when charging
is much faster than simply running forwards. The Triceratops is also a herding animal, coming
to the aid of others when attacked. The Trike is a relatively small though still huge compared to
a human stout quadrupedal herbivore, which sports a large bony head equipped with an equally
bony frill, which is adorned with multiple horns or spikes. Three larger horns also appear on the
animal's head, one over each eye, and one on the nose. This section displays the Triceratops's
natural colors and regions. For demonstration, the regions below are colored red over an albino
Triceratops. The colored squares shown underneath each region's description are the colors
that the Triceratops will randomly spawn with to provide an overall range of its natural color
scheme. Hover your cursor over a color to display its name and ID. It is a unique alternate of the
original Triceratops, and is purely made of Tek. They cannot be uploaded nor cloned. Type in
values of a wild creature to see on which stats it's emphasized. Green values on a high-level
creature are very good for breeding. If you have already tamed your creature you can try to
recover the breeding-stats with an external tool. The stat-calculator does not work in the
mobile-view, see here for alternatives: Apps. Note that after the creature is tamed it gets
bonuses on some stats depending on the taming effectiveness. This makes it hard to retrieve
the levels on a tamed creature, so this tool is only for wild ones , but gives a first impression,
how well the stats are distributed. For general info about domesticating a wild creature see
Taming. Triceratops are rather slow, you can kite one easily. Keep firing Tranquilizer Arrow with
several seconds in between each arrow to allow the Torpor level to increase over time while
backing away very quickly. You can also look for a stuck Trike, which will be incredibly easy to
knock out, as it can't attack you. Another strategy is to look for 2 or 3 small trees on a beach
and then aggro the trike from a distance or from a safe place like ontop of a rock, directing him
between the trees, it will likely get stuck. If none of these are available, simply have the
triceratops chase you until its stamina runs out and it stops to rest; then circle behind it and
knock it out with a club or slingshot. A much easier method however, is to create a simple trap
using a foundation, wall, and ceiling of any kind in a "Z" shape. The Triceratops will attempt to
turn around when it hits the ceiling, allowing players to snipe its body and move through the
ceiling after it. Note that the values are for optimal cases, always bring extra supplies! For a
level-dependent count of resources needed, try an external taming calculator. While it is not
difficult to dodge the attack of a Trike, they deal significant damage, and the knock-back can
deal additional fall damage if the player is knocked off of a hill. Oftentimes, beginning players
attack out of familiarization with such an iconic dinosaur. This can lead to an early and
embarrassing death. When attacked, a Trike will try to ram you with its horned head. Side
stepping is your best friend here, especially if you are attacking with a spear. Doesn't work
consistently enough to be listed. Highly impossible for a beginner. The Trike has a chance of
stunning you whilst you are stunned you will move slower. Try to get on a high rock to stop it
from hitting you. It is entirely possible to bring down a Trike using only a melee weapon if the
player is careful to avoid the head and stays near the Trike's side or behind. However, it is
recommended to use a ranged weapon such as a bow. It is a good strategy to enrage the Trike
from afar, using a ranged weapon. Finish it with powerful melee attacks. A powerful mount can

also be used. Their headbash will knock you back, so try to avoid getting in front of them. Other
Trikes nearby will also attack a player if a member of their species is hit nearby. If a player
steals a wild Trike egg, the Trikes nearby will attack. This includes animals as big as, and
possibly bigger than the parasaur, so always expect to be knocked back. Running in a straight
line either to escape or keeping a distance is a bad idea as well as it can charge and ram directly
in front. Trikes have a large, slow turning radius, so outfoxing the Trike can be a viable strategy.
They also have relatively low health and a tendency to get stuck in trees. Because a Trike will
try to face its attacker it is easy to position some low level dinos behind it and make them attack
it. When it tries to turn towards them, punch the trike and it will change targets again and again
without ever actually attacking. Rivalry buff doesn't work on local host. For information
pertaining specifically to the real-world Triceratops, see the relevant Wikipedia article. Sign In.
Jump to: navigation , search. Dossier Triceratops. These values may differ with what you see
in-game or written elsewhere. But that is what the dossier says. Release Versions. June 2,
Torpor Immune. Taming Method. Preferred Kibble. Simple Kibble. Kibble Carno Egg. Trike
Saddle Level Unique Skins. Rider Weaponry. Humans Can Carry. XP For Kill. Hide Keratin Raw
Meat. Feces Size. Drag Weight. Radiation Immune. Carryable By. Immobilized By. Can Damage.
Thatch Greenhouse Wood. Trike Egg. Incubation Range. Incubation Time. Total Maturation
Time. Breeding Interval. Raw Meat Hide Keratin. For an explanation of exactly how the levelup
calculation works, see Creature Stats Calculation. For a comparison of the speeds of all
creatures, see Base Creature Speeds. Player throwing Spears at a Trike. Italics denote creatures
that have not yet been released! See also Gallery of Dossiers. Categories : Dinosaurs
Herbivores Short-tempered creatures Creatures released in Creatures released in v Creatures
released in v Creatures released in v1 Creatures released in v Tameable creatures Rideable
creatures Breedable creatures Creatures that prefer simple kibbles Creatures that can be ridden
while wielding weapons Creatures that drop medium feces Creatures that lay eggs Incubation
Creatures. Navigation menu Namespaces Page Discussion. Views View Edit Edit source History.
Wiki appearance Light mode Dark mode Switching modes. This page was last edited on 22
February , at Game content and materials are trademarks and copyrights of their respective
publisher and its licensors. All rights reserved. This site is a part of Fandom, Inc. Support
Contact PRO. Wild Apparently a crossbreed of a Triceratops and Styracosaurus, Triceratops
styrax has both the characteristic three-horned face of Triceratops and the prominent
horned-ridge of Styracosaurus. Domesticated A common mount for those that ride dinosaurs,
Triceratops doubles as pack animal and combat dinosaur. Melee Damage. Movement Speed.
Fresh Barley. Fresh Wheat. Dried Wheat. Torpidity -depletion: 0. Torpidity -depletion: 1.
Torpidity -depletion: 2. Cactus Sap. Rare Flower. Rare Mushroom. Mammals and Synapsids.
Reptiles and Amphibians. Fantasy Creatures. Mechanical Creatures. Aberrant Creatures. Tek
Creatures. Corrupted and Enraged Creatures. Eerie Creatures. Malfunctioned Tek Creatures.
Alpha Creatures. Brute Creatures. Event Creatures. Bosses and Titans. Atlas provides the
ability to tame wild animals and pet or domesticate them. You will need to unlock the
Beastmastery discipline skill tree. You cannot tame on Freeport servers, nor can you tame any
creature on a Golden Age Ruin. Dragons can only be tamed for a limited period of time using a
tame token which can be purchased from a Merchant Ship or on the Vendors in Freeport for 40,
Gold Coin. To be tamed it must be given its preferred food. Feed the animal by placing the food
it desires in the last slot of your Hotbar and pressing the action button e while standing close
enough for the feed prompt to appear. To succeed, approach the head of the animal and walk
around it until you see the prompt. Smaller animals such as the Seagull commonly have the
prompt appear anywhere on their body due to their smaller size, however, some players may
experience better success with larger animals such as a Giraffe or Elephant by approaching its
belly and staring towards the head to feed it. Regardless of the choice of food, you must wait 20
seconds before feeding again. Increasing the affinity skill in the Beastmastery tree will reduce
your taming time substantially. When the Animal is Bola'ed they will be knocked to the ground.
You will need to approach the mouth of the animal and feed it with the action button e with its
favorite food. Animals will attack if you are too close, but you need to be close to the mouth to
get the option to feed it. Try crouching or going prone to reduce your aggro visibility. Repeat
damaging and trapping with the Bola â€”then feedingâ€”until the animal's taming meter is full.
Too long of a gap between feedings, and the taming progress starts to decline. This is indicated
by the feeding dialog switching to red lettering. Watch out if you change the food because the
taming process may be reset. It seems to be best to approach the animal from the back in order
to feed it. There is a "sweet spot" where you probably can't be hit by the attack, but terrain or
structures can make this approach difficult. Build a "taming trap" using wooden billboards and
wooden signs after you trap him with bola, make sure to surround the animal from 4 corners
square and leave a space so you can attack with bear After you get the animal in the trap you

will safely feed without getting hit. Be fully fed and hydrated, with a large supply of bolas, and
for fast taming use appropriate food to be effective and fast. It would also be a good idea to
have someone watch your back and deal with the roaming predators as you work. For both
types of taming, be aware that you can pick up and carry animals that are unconscious ,
although they can be very heavy. This can be a boon if you need to get either a passive or
hostile target into a corral and away from roving predators. Some players experience the
greatest success in taming birds by crafting a Wooden Cage and, once the target has landed on
the ground, using a Grappling Hook to place it in a cage you have placed on the ground. Once
inside the cage, release the grapple hook and then attack it with anything that does minimal
damage. This ensures that the target will not fly away. With taming larger creatures that may
knock you back or in general, hit so hard that it makes taming impossible, take a pet with
sufficient health and use that to attack your target. This will cause the target to become
aggressive to your pet, and you may hop off your pet and throw a bola at the target. Of course,
be careful not to hit your pet. If your pet starts attacking the creature, as it is still being attacked
by your target, whistle it to passive by pressing and holding t or by pressing ;. You will be able
to freely approach the target with no fear of being hit. Your pets will level if you kill animals or if
you take them with you on your ships. Watch out, it's sometimes buggy. Sometimes your pets
will glitch from your ship or fly away if your drive through a storm. If you're lucky you find your
pet - pressing h will highlight all pets of your current tame order - otherwise, you lose them. If
you find a tamed pet on the sea you'll be a lucky pathfinder if you can claim him after the
countdown goes down. You can fast level your pet if you used it to defeat some treasure. It is
suggested to bring enough pets and players so that you are not overrun by any hostile NPC.
When you successfully tame a creature, it immediately gets a bonus to its wild level. So a Level
5 Cow tamed perfectly will start its career with its new master at level 7. From there your pet can
earn experience and gain additional levels, just like the player characters and ships. Every Tame
can get a minimum of 30? So for example, a level 5 post-tame wolf would get 35 tame level-ups
to apply, whereas a level 40 post-tame wolf would get 70 tame level-ups to use. Currently, Max
Wild found is level So 74 is the current max level at perfect tame. Max level. Cost to unlock
entire category: Updated Pig force poop ability to scale with creature level, to incentivize taming
higher levels. Sign In. Jump to: navigation , search. Hand-To-Hand Unlock. Riding Tier 1.
Beastmastery Unlock. Taming Tier 1. Breeding Tier 1. Sneaking Unlock. Riding Tier 2. Nature's
Cry. Taming Proficiency. Nature's Touch. Sneaking Tier 2. Taming Tier 2. Breeding Tier 2.
Commands Tier 2. Cargo Harness. Improved Nature's Cry. Sneaking Tier 3. Riding Tier 3.
Improved Taming Proficiency. Improved Nature's Touch. Advanced Nature's Cry. Taming Tier 3.
Commands Tier 3. Breeding Tier 3. Advanced Taming Proficiency. Advanced Nature's Touch.
Categories : Pages with broken file links Gameplay mechanics. Navigation menu Namespaces
Page Discussion. Views View Edit Edit source History. Wiki links Wiki Discord. This page was
last edited on 7 February , at Game content and materials are trademarks and copyrights of their
respective publisher and its licensors. All rights reserved. This site is a part of Fandom, Inc.
Support Contact PRO. Chicken Egg. Fortitude Buff on shoulder. Tier 2 Saddle. Milk , Prime
Animal Meat. Intelligence boost on shoulder. Berry , Vegetables ,Travel. Fish Meat. Rotten Meat.
Animal Meat. Provides Hypothermal Insulation AoE , even more when hugged e. Tier 3 Saddle.
Squid Innards. Animal Meat , Hide , Hyperthermal Insulation buff. Animal Meat , Hide ,
Keratinoid. Animal Meat , Hide. Animal Meat , Hide , Keratinoid , Bleed attack. Gold Coin. Allows
a Pathfinder to craft Tier 1 Saddles , and ride the most basic tamed Creatures. Generic Saddle.
Allows a Pathfinder to give commands to the most basic tamed Creatures. Allows taming of Tier
1 Creatures There are legends of those with the ability to speak in whispers to animals; to
soothe them, and to tame the wild fires that burn within. Allows a Pathfinder to imprint on newly
born Creatures. A Sharp Eye and a keen sense of self-awareness are at the heart of moving
unseenâ€”fallen branches, errant grass, and other minor obstacles are evaded with ease, and
you are much harder to hear. Decreases the range at which wild creatures will detect you.
Allows a Pathfinder to craft Tier 2 Saddles , and ride more powerful tamed Creatures. Riding
Tier 1 Commands Taming Breeding. Increases the damage boost provided by the Nature's Cry
skill. Cooldown Nature's Cry is yellow. Increases the amount of affinity gained by feeding
in-progress tames. Cooldown Nature's Touch is yellow. Observation and limitation only take
you so far in the game of stealth. You have refined your skills instead through rigorous practice
and directed training, to the point that you can almost sneak up on your own shadow. Further
decreases the range at which wild creatures will detect you. Allows a Pathfinder to tame more
powerful Creatures. Unlocks Feeding Trough. Feeding Trough. Allows a Pathfinder to imprint on
more powerful newly born Creatures. Allows a Pathfinder to give commands to more powerful
tamed Tier 2 Creatures. Gives access to the crafting of Cargo Saddles for transporting Weapons
and goods. Tier 2 Cargo Saddle. Further increases the damage boost provided by the Nature's

Cry Feat. Nature's Cry Riding Tier 2. Gives access to crafting of Carriages for transporting
people and high-ranking diplomats. Tier 2 Carriage Saddle. Further decreases the range at
which wild Creatures will detect you. Further increases the amount of affinity gained by feeding
in-progress tames. Taming Tier 2 Taming Proficiency. Further increases the healing bonus
provide by the Nature's Touch Feat skill. Nature's Touch Breeding Tier 2. Further increase the
damage boost provided by the Nature's Cry Feat skill. Riding Tier 3 Improved Nature's Cry.
Allows a Pathfinder to tame the most powerful Tier 3 Creatures. Allows a Pathfinder to give
commands to the most powerful tamed Tier 3 Creatures. Allows a Pathfinder to imprint on the
most powerful of newly born Tier 3 Creatures. Improved Taming Proficiency Riding Tier 3.
Further increases the healing bonus provided by the Nature's Touch Feat skill. Improved
Nature's Touch Riding Tier 3. Golden Age Spawns have had their spawn interval increased from
30 seconds to 5 minutes and increased distance from players from to Magical tames can no
longer be used in boss fights and will be destroyed when used inside the dome Drakes. Fixed
an issue with Wild and Tamed Dragon scaling which would have caused it to have incorrect
stats. Fixed an issue where players may not have been able to feed bola'd creatures due to a
desync on servers. Fixed an erroneous feat cooldown time calculation, now all the feat
cooldowns are what was originally intended. Summoning the Kraken now only require the first 8
Power Stones Ghostship power stone is no longer necessary. Fixed Whale AI to target the ship
or player more, rather than the point the player touches the ship. Increased Dragon end aggro
grace period from 6 seconds to 9 as it has a tighter aggro range now. Reduced trample damage
for all applicable creatures. Removed "Giant" prefix from creatures' descriptive name that use it.
Changed "Giant Snake" descriptive name to "Cobra". Prevented some creatures from not being
able to be tamed if they are clipped too far into terrain or structures. Increased Ostrich melee
swing socket radius to more consistently land attacks. Updated Ostrich IK to prevent leg
distortion when running down slopes. Wild land creatures will no longer target crew, tames, or
characters on ships unless they have been aggro'd. Killing the Monsterous Sperm Whale or
Blue Whales as they're now named provides one-time 50 Discovery Points each to everyone
within k units of that event. Updated Mounted and Rider buffs to display icon while active, to
better inform players the source of stat boosts. Dolphins now periodically leap out of the water.
If you're nearby to witness that at close-range, you'll gain a temporary Intelligence buff! Updated
creature specific buffs and ability value clamps to be scaled across levels, due to recent extra
30 level-ups for tames. Increased Wolf attack destination offset and increased some physics
bounds to reduce clipping into players. Temporarily increased Wolf saddle scale in the engine
to limit fur clipping. Updated taming ineffectiveness values to allow the highest efficiency to
only be achieved with Taming Proficiency skill 3. Adjusted Seagull and Crow aggro speeds
Would previously take a long time to de-aggro. Updated collision to allow player attacks to land
more consistently. Updated Vulture AI to only target sleeping humans if the player is connected.
Updated attack logic to better harvest corpses, while reducing its melee swing radius Was
previously hitting from very far away. Reduced Bee movement to allow player attacks to land.
Reduced sting buff duration to better reflect its size. Increased harvest amount of fur and milk
from Sheep and Cow to incentivize taming and better compete with natural resource gathering
amounts. Updated max yield timings to scale with creature level, similar to other creature
abilities, instead of food value. Clamped amount of fur gained from harvesting wild Sheep, again
to incentivize taming. Wild Sheep will also flee and may attack players after excessive shearing.
We'll be adding recipes in an upcoming update that can be used to heal your creatures!
Creature health regen rebalanced and changed so that they no longer regen health when
force-fed or from consuming corpses. With the exception of Wild Carnos, which still can
consume corpses to heal at a reduced rate. Wild Scorpions will no longer target large creatures,
will no longer be aggressive towards Elephants, Giraffes, etc. Lion will only dismount players
that are on medium and less sized creatures, will no longer dismount players from Elephants,
Giraffes, etc. Tier Animal Food better to worst 1. Fruits , Berries. Hardtack , Berries. Flowers ,
Berries. Honey , Vegetables , Fruits , Berries. Rushes , Fronds , Vegetables , Fruits , Berries.
Sugarcane , Vegetables , Fruits , Berries. Chili , Vegetables , Fruits , Berries. Prime Fish Meat ,
Fish Meat. Maize , Vegetables , Fruits , Berries. Spoiled Meat , 20x20px Worms. Prime Animal
Meat , Bones , other Meats. Wheat , Vegetables , Fruits. Prime Animal Meat , other Meats. Turnip
, Vegetables , Fruits. Every Tame can now get a minimum of 30 tame level-ups put into it, plus
however many base levels it had when wild. So for example, a level 5 wild wolf would get 35
tame level-ups to apply, whereas a level 40 wild wolf would get 70 tame level-ups to use.
Pteranodon Wyvernus is a flying dinosaur from the cretaceous period which has a skittish
temperament regardless of being a carnivore. Usually the Pteranodon will be peacefully flying
around and will attempt to fly away the moment they are attacked. When approached by
survivors, the Pteranodon will continue to fly or walk around and ignore them but any kind of

attack done to it will cause it to flee the area. Having a tamed Pteranodon is great for getting to
areas easily as they can fly quickly and can be used for scouting and even aerial combat. It is
mentioned in the dossier that Pteranodon are possibly one of the fastest flying dinosaurs that
are around but stamina may be a concern at times as a downside to its speed. Untamed
Pteranodon will flee at the slightest sign of danger and do not attempt to hunt prey but rather
scavenge for its food. When it comes to flyers, Pteranodon are some of the most common
dinosaurs that are tamed as they are easy to tame and make good starting dinosaur for getting
around. Pteranodon may be fast flyers but this does come at the cost of being seen flying
around which must be kept in mind, otherwise they are great scouts and flyers to get to
locations quickly. The Pteranodon is capable of grabbing smaller creatures and even survivors
as long is it can handle the weight. This can be used to transport small creatures or survivors to
destinations, pick picking enemies off of the land or their tames. Since the Pteranodon can fly
fast, it makes it a good scout when searching for bases or resources around maps. During early
phases in the game, a Pteranodon can be used to transfer smaller creatures or even carry a
member of your tribe to certain locations. The Pteranodon can be used as a combat flyer and
may be utilized by dealing damage with its aileron roll or by quickly grabbing enemies off of
their mounts. With its ability to fly quickly, the Pteranodon can be used to grab enemies off of
the ground and even off of their tames. A Pteranodon will ignore the survivor unless attacked,
making it run away which will require you to use a strong longneck rifle with a tranquilizer dart
to shoot it with. For a more secure tame, throwing a bola at the Pteranodon while it is flying or
when it has landed will trap it momentarily, allowing you to use whatever torpor inflicting
weapons you have to knock it out. Pteranodon can be found flying above land and water and
will occasional fly down to land to walk around. A first choice for many players would be the
Pteranodon when it comes to flyers as it can easily be tamed and can then be used to get to
locations where they prefer to build up a base. Although most Pteranodon may be weaker than
other dinosaurs, some Pteranodon are capable of becoming strong enough to take out different
creatures with both speed and the power of its aileron roll. This flyer has many uses from being
a scout for tribes or being an aerial fighter that can pick enemies off with its fast movement and
its special attack. Michael James has been an avid gamer since he was young. He loves to play
video games and enjoys writing about it to share his experience and ideas with others. Aside
from playing, he also enjoys helping other gamers both ingame and on-site. Your email address
will not be published. Michael James Michael James has been an avid gamer since he was
young. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. First thing you
need to do is select which creature you want to tame so you can create a plan. Here are some
questions that should be answered before you start the hunt for the dino of your dreams. Does
it eat berries or meat? Will it run away when I attack it or turn and charge? Is it trying to hunt me
while I hunt it? How far from my base do I need to go to get what I want? If you can answer
these basic questions you'll be able to form a solid plan of action. That's easy enough. Just run
around and forage bushes to gather enough berries. Smaller and lower level dinos will require
less berries, around 50 for things like Dodos and turtles should be plenty. For Parasaurs, Trikes,
and the like Bronto sized dinos will likely need close to or so berries. It's always better to
over-estimate than be under-prepared. If needed you should be able to harvest more from
bushes around your unconscious soon to be pet. Still easy enough. Just kill some easy prey
like Dodos, Dilos, and fish and harvest with a pick. Again, smaller and lower level will require
less meat. Carnotors should be happy with about T-Rex's and the like will need closer to Again,
it's better to over-estimate so you don't have to chase more meat down. If you can manage to
find Prime Raw Meat this will make the taming process go by faster as it gives about 4 or 5
times that of regular meat. Prime meat is hard to come by and spoils very quickly. When kept on
your person you have 2 minutes before it goes bad. When placed on a dino that time extends to
about 7 or 8 minutes. When cooked Prime Meat lasts about 45 minutes on yourself and a couple
hours on a mount but only does about twice that of regular meat when taming. It is best to look
for prime meat when you are ready to start feeding or in the process of feeding. Prime Raw Meat
can be gathered off of any animal from Stegos and Carnos on up to include the Argentavis giant
eagles. Carvinors will prioritize eating prime over other raw meat, so if you are in the middle of
feeding there should be no need to remove the lesser meat until the prime is eaten. Bonus
Question and Answer! What about the scorpions? Spoiled meat! A little harder but not too
difficult. Just get a lot of meat and place it in stacks of one by holding left control while clicking
and dragging the meat in your inventory to separate it. This is because when perishables are in
stacks only one at a time will spoil when the timer reaches 0. If you have stacks of one they
should all spoil around the same time. Updated info : using spoilt meat also applies when
taming vultures that can be found on Scorched Earth DLC map and also spiders and
Arthropleura, which are typically located in caves or in the desert. A previous update has now

added Kibble , which is made from reciepes using dino eggs and other ingredients in a cooking
pot. The type of Kibble made will depend on the type of dino egg used. Each dino has a specific
Kibble they like that will be far more effective than prime meat or any berries. The specifics of
Kibble will be covered later. If it runs be prepared to chase it and hit it as fast as you can with
either your fists, stones from the slingshot, or tranq arrows from your bow. Be sure your
stamina is full before attacking in case you need to chase it a long distance. If it turns to attack
and it's relatively slow you should be able to either back up as you shoot or just sprint some
distance away and turn to fire a few more before running again. If it's fast it would be best to be
somewhere up high like a tall rock or above it on a cliff that it won't be able to climb. This only
works on smaller dinos scaling up to the Dire Wolf and the Sabertooth. Because torpidity effect
scales with character damage it is advised to use a more advanced bow such as the cross bow
and even a higher quality version of this. If not then it is perfectly fine to walk among the heard
and select the very best one to be your pet. If yes then try spotting it some distance away and
find a nice perch to snipe it from. Not very far then you can stockpile the necessities at home in
a storage box so you don't become over encumbered. Pretty far then consider getting a friend
to help or one of your other pets to help carry stuff if you have one. Or only bring what you need
and try not to get sidetracked. Really far, might want to build a temporary base if you cannot
find help carrying the weight. Last Edited: 28 Mar pm. Questions answered Loading. Was this
guide helpful? YES NO. In This Wiki Guide. Franchises: Ark. Genres: Action, Adventure.
Developers: Abstraction Games, Studio Wildcard. Publishers: Studio Wildcard. Release Date:
June 2, Table of Contents. Home Discussions Workshop Market Broadcasts. Change language.
Install Steam. Store Page. Global Achievements. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 comments. Azgarod View
Profile View Posts. Stand on a rock, build a wooden platform, tranquil arrows or rocks. Bola
doesn't work on trikes. If you are just starting out.. Aim for a lower level one. Make sure you
have plenty of mejoberries and narcotics on hand for the taming.. Pick a safe place to tame it
because you might end up running around a bit to avoid it. Its pretty slow so you can get to a
safe distance before shooting again. If in need, use stimberries, just keep an eye out on your
hidration level. Or, use platform as Azgarod mentioned. Goodluck and have fun! Last edited by
DJK ; 16 Feb, pm. Ah, I never needed a bola for it, but I was told it did. My mistake. You should
have an extra bow or slingshot on hand, so you won't have to repair in the middle of knocking
the trike out. Kite the trike in circles, if you cannot do that Originally posted by Well Butter my
Biscuit :. Vex View Profile View Posts. Don't hit it in the head, it takes massively reduced torpor
damage. Per page: 15 30 Date Posted: 16 Feb, pm. Posts: 7. Discussions Rules and Guidelines.
Note: This is ONLY to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic harassment,
fighting, or rude posts. All rights reserved. All trademarks are property of their respective
owners in the US and other countries. Some geospatial data on this website is provided by
geonames. View mobile website. Changer la langue. Voir version ordi. Installer Steam. Page du
magasin. Jmthebigman Afficher le profil Voir les messages. Betty Afficher le profil Voir les
messages. Mejoberries and you will need at least it appears. Spent 40 minutes taming a Trike
and then watched as a hungry T-rex got closer and closer as it ate everything in its path. In the
end I had to cut my losses, empty the trike's inventory and run, only to watch him get eaten by
the Trex lol.. I feel ya! Second attempt was succesful. Tamed a trike in just under an hour.
Zourin Afficher le profil Voir les messages. If you want to tame a medium herbivore like a trike,
you really need a LOT of narcs and mejo berries. It took around 2 game days to tame a level 3
trike. If you're not walking in with of each, you probably shouldn't waste the effort of spending 2
days straight speed-foraging. FZStick Afficher le profil Voir les messages. Tip go to 85 lat 80 lon
, theres an island there with only passive dino wich will not kill you or your dino , go there early
game then leave with a raft. It also has metal nodes so its perfect to start just dont get eaten by
a megalodon you can do it first try if your lucky. Chaser the Tiny Hippo Afficher le profil Voir les
messages. Isaac Afficher le profil Voir les messages. Messages : Afficher la version mobile du
site. Ark: Survival Evolved is one of the leading survival games out there. As with most survival
games, you're going to die. A lot. One of the best ways to improve your survival odds is to start
taming creatures. Depending on what you tame, they can give you many benefits: extra
resources, help carrying resources, mobility, and even protection. However, it can also be
dangerous to try to tame creatures. To improve your odds, it's a good idea to start with easy
tames and move to more complex and dangerous creatures. When you're starting out, it can be
tricky to know what creatures to tame first, so we've added a few more to keep an eye out for.
Dodos are about the easiest creatures to deal with on The Island. They are slow and not very
dangerous. While you might be tempted to mostly kill them early on for a supply of meat and
skin, consider taming one, too. They act as mobile chests to increase your carrying ability and
females can supply you with eggs, which can be used for kibble to tame other creatures. Knock
it out with your fist or a club, and then put mejoberries in its inventory. Lystrosaurus is a

common sight on the beaches of The Island. You don't have to knock them out, just feed them
mejoberries. Or use rare flowers if you can find them. Once you have them tamed, they can add
an XP bonus to you and your creatures. Plus, they act as mobile chests and provide you with
eggs to make kibble. They're also loyal companions like dogs. In the early game, dilophosaurus
is a terror. These small, fast, aggressive predators can kill you many times early on, so you
might be reluctant to approach it to try to tame it early on. However, it's worth it. Once they are
on your side, dilophosaurs will use their speed, aggression, and poison to protect you and your
camp. Early on, the easiest way to tame it is to hit it with a club to knock it out, then fill it with
meat. You could also try to knock it out with your fists. If you have a slingshot or boomerang,
you can also try to knock it out from a distance. These turtles are a relatively common sight on
the beaches of The Island. They can seem like a dumb, easy kill, but the beach is practically
littered with the bones of people who underestimated these creatures. They can be vicious
when provoked and they are tough; so put that toughness to use. Use a slingshot to knock it
out. Start from a good distance and make sure you have a clear area behind you, because once
you shoot it, it will come for you. But it's still a turtle so you can walk backwards and keep your
distance as you knock it out. Then feed it mejoberries. You can technically ride these, but
they're not the best mounts. Once you've tamed the above creatures, it's time to really start
improving your capacity. Parasaurs are large herbivores, and though they can be hard to kill in
the early game, they are easy to tame. Once tamed, you can ride them and they can carry large
amounts of supplies making them a favored early game pack mule. Hopefully by this time,
you've developed the bola, which will stun them and keep them from running away. Then knock
them out with a slingshot or boomerang. The boomerang is better tool. It's faster and less likely
to kill it. Your first encounter with a raptor will likely be terrifying. Partly this is learned from
Jurassic Park , but it's partly earned. Most of the time, you'll be happy to just escape from a
raptor. But taming one is a big step toward moving up in the world of Ark, so you'll have to face
it. Use a bola to stun it, then knock it out with the best tool you have. Toxic arrows and
tranquilizer darts work best, but in a pinch you can use use a club, slingshot, or boomerang.
Then give it meat. Mutton works best, but otherwise prime meat or regular meat will serve.
Approach with your tame carbonemys for protection in case things go south. Iguanodons are
good mounts, nice harvesters, and decent fighters. You can bola it and then knock it out with
arrows. If you've already tamed a raptor, maybe you got a female and used its eggs to make
simple kibble, which is a preferred feed and easy way to tame the iguanodon. Otherwise, feed it
crops if you have them or mejoberries. Now it's time to add an air force. Dimorphodon is one of
the easiest flying creatures to tame. Once tamed, dimorphodon is a great attacker, especially in
packs. They can be especially helpful in PVP combat because they attack the rider, not the
mount. Spyglass lets you see opponents and order attacks from a safe distance. You've added
an air force, so why not a navy? Taming this aquatic reptile is a great start to your water
adventures. Ichthyosaurs are fast. Very fast. Few things can match them on land or under the
water. Plus, they're stealthy and let you slip past many potential enemies. You can't knock them
out, but you can tame them by feeding them meat or fish. However, it's best if you can make
some simple kibble, thanks to your raptor eggs. If you can't consider making an area to trap
them so they don't wander off in the middle of taming. A triceratops is a walking tank, which
makes it a great addition to your army when you're ready to stop running from fights and begin
starting them. The armored head makes for a challenge, so it's a good idea to find a high place
to shoot from and hit them in the body until they're knocked out. If you can craft a saddle, that's
great. Otherwise, walk around with you as a defender and harvester. But once you do get a
saddle, you will be able to ride around from a much safer position, exploring The island and
taking on dangerous dinosaurs with relative ease. You're in the big leagues, now. Equipping
yourself for every environment on The Island can be a tricky task. You can get around this by
wearing an otter. This baby can store so many resources on it! Take a lot of narcotics, and
some prime meat if you have it. Your first argent will be your pride and joy, both as a hunter and
a traveling companion. They are, however, a little fiddly to tame. Once tamed, your hesperornis
will occasionally lay golden eggs, which can be ground down to make kibble. Kibble is the best
taming food for any creature. They can also be fed to your tames for a little EXP boost. There
are late level engrams that can help, or you can head to the swamp and tame a dimetrodon.
Bring some meat and a bodyguard. Decent on land and very quick in water, they are also
excellent lumberjacks. Tame one with some berries or vegetables for a good mining buddy.
Load yourself up on taming tools and go look for an anklyosaurus. These clobbering dinosaurs
are excellent miners of flint, crystal, metal, and obsidian, and their tail is a pretty good defense
against low-lever predators. Matthew literally has a PhD in science fiction and has been a
professional writer since He fell in love with games when they were simple, like Risk and Gort.
Now he's delighted to enjoy fun times gaming with his kids and all the new options. Current

favorites: Astroneer and Terraforming Mars. By Matthew Candelaria Updated Dec 25, Share
Share Tweet Email 0. Matthew Candelaria 44 Articles Published Matthew literally has a PhD in
science fiction and has been a professional writer since Every Pokemon God, Ranked. All
Divine creatures have a docile temperament, meaning they wont attack unless provoked. Will
drop a Divine Soul for you. Can be tamed. Are immune to Divine Fire buff. Can fly backwards.
Can not use a saddle. Leave stacks of Spoiled Meat in its inventory and will consume them and
give you Silk in return! Divine Chalico Base stats; Health 1. Divine Doed Base stats; Health 1.
Divine Anky Base stats; Health 1. Divine Theriz Base stats; Health 1. Can jump double the height
as its vanilla counterpart. Divine Bigfoot Base stats; Health 1. Divine Turtle Base stats; Health 1.
Supports walking tame at level Divine Stego Base stats; Health 1. Docile and supports walking
tame. Divine Diplodocus Base stats; Health 3. Will actually deal damage compared to its vanilla
counterpart. Same settings as vanilla counterpart. Produces charge at double speed. Divine
Basilo Base stats; Health 4. Dont take deepwater damage. Same taming as vanilla, but with
Dimorph kibble added for taming outside SE. Divine Pegasus Base stats; Health , Stamina 1. Is
docile and will attack back. Can be knocked out and tamed aswell. Uses same settings as
Equus. Cant use saddle. Divine Molerat Base stats; Health 1. Alot better turning radius. Tames
same way as AB Roll Rat. Divine Megachelon Base stats; Health 3. Same settings as vanilla, but
can also be KO tamed and turn radius increased by 5x. Can glide. Only spawns from the Dodo
God. Is docile. Divine Wyvern Base stats; Health 3. Uses same taming settings as a Spino.
Playing Gaia mod right now and I am enjoying it. Is this normal for that tier? Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. By using ARKGaia. Read More
Dismiss. Cookies and Privacy Policy. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. ARK: Survival Evolved has tons of Dinos to tame, and some of
that taming can be done fairly soon after spawning on the beach. If you want to withstand the
wilderness, here are six awesome creatures that should definitely be in your starter squad. In
fact, there are no tools necessary. Just punch it, knock it out and fill its inventory with 12
berries or eight Mejoberries.. In a few minutes the Dodo will be tamed to follow you. As sad as
this may sound, Dodos are nice to have around for hunger emergencies. Kill it anywhere you
are, eat it and go find a new one. Their signature advantage comes from petting them every five
minutes. Each pet grants a 1. Set it to follow and get your party leveled up fast. Fill it with at
least five pieces of raw meat and it will be tamed in a few minutes. Dilos are great individually
and in packs. In groups they can kill Dino threats and they also serve as solid base guards too.
Once you find one anywhere on the Island, use a bola-slingshot combo to knock it out and fill
its inventory with 27 Mejoberries or 40 regular berri
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es. Similar to the Dilo, it can also be used as a meat shield in emergencies. Just bola, slingshot
and fill with 13 pieces of raw meat. Its saddle unlocks at level The main purpose of the Raptor is
to use it to gather massive amounts of meat and hide. Are there any we should include in a
future list? Tell us in the comments section! Dodos are meant for sacrifice in emergencies.
Photo: Studio Wildcard. The Lystrosaurus offers major XP gains for other party members. The
Dilo is a good starter guard for your small base. The Parasaur is your first option in terms of
rideable Dinos. Raptors are meat and hide harvesting machines. Trikes are your main source for
berries as a beginner. Join the Discussion. Trending Now. You Might Also Like. Ark Survival
Evolved Update 2. ARK Patch Top Stories. By Jason Nieva. By Rohit George. By Abhinav
Sharma. The new attacker levels the playing field with explosions - lots of explosions. Game
Reviews. Invalid email address. Twitter Facebook Instagram Tumblr.

